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Visser Horti Systems
Since 1967, Visser Horti Systems B.V. has designed and
manufactured machines and complete production lines for
both large and small horticultural nurseries. By maintaining a
continuous dialogue with growers, Visser is able to supply a
range of products that is perfectly geared to the needs of the market
and effectively meet the most stringent customer requirements.
Consequently, as an innovative organization with
global
operations, Visser is a leading force in the horticultural sector.
Visser Horti Systems is part of the Viscon Group. The Viscon
organisation consists of a number of companies that has
successfully completed automation projects worldwide. The
basis for its success is an organisation build up of different
divisions, each with its own specialist knowledge.

SIGN UP FOR OUR NEWSLETTER!
Go to www.visser.eu and be updated
on new developments and case stories.

Filling

“
Prior to all cultivation, pots, trays and other sorts of carriers are filled
with a substrate. To achieve a successful growth of the root system
of the plant, a tray must be filled with the correct density level. A
dibbled tray ensures perfect positioning of the seed. In
designing our machines, we have taken these aspects into careful
consideration to ensure optimal growth for your plants. The
composition of the substrate can either be composed out of
several components or one single component, for instance peat.
The process starts with delivery in bulk, large bags, small bags etc.
Visser has developed a range of modular filling units. These machines
are available as stand/alone units as well as units to be installed in a
complete production line. In the latter, the machine is part of a seeding
and or cutting planting line.

Ensure optimal growth for your plants.

”

Seeding
Seed is valuable and accurate seeding is a substantial saving for
every grower. Visser designed seeders for every type of seed. In the
design we have focused on accuracy, continuity and uniformity. No
double seeds, no empty cells and a precise sowing result. Due to the
diversity of small and large nursery operations, there are many different
seeders available. Both the great variety of plants and the wide
variety of carriers, require different seeders. Over the past 40
years, Visser has developed a seeding range that is suitable for all
capacity needs and types of seeds. This has resulted in a wide range of
models, such as nozzle seeders, drum seeders, volume adjustable
seeders and overhead seeders. These systems have been designed
for modular construction. A complete production line can be realized,
in which all operations related to the seeding process are automated,
i.e.: destacking, filling, dibbling/drilling, seeding, watering, covering
and stacking.

“

Visser developed a seeding range that
is suitable for all capacity needs and
types of seeds.

”

Transplanting
Great flexibility, sufficient capacity, ease of operation and a perfect
planting result are probably the most important characteristics an
automatic planting machine should have. Visser has more than 25
years of expertise in automatic planting operations and has
developed a very wide range of models for both small and large
nurseries, for planting into both trays and pots. Low change-over
times, visual control and programming, a high degree of reliability,
excellent planting results and capacities up to as high as 45,000 plants
an hour characterize the high quality of our planting machines. Due
to the advanced operation of our patented plant grippers, damage,
even to vulnerable plants such as Begonia and St. Paulia, is reduced
to a minimum, while obviating the need of expensive plant-lifting
mechanisms for the trays. Programming a completely new
source and/or destination tray or pot has been smartly simplified to
the highest degree imaginable, making it possible for several models
to create any conceivable plant combination.

“

Great flexibility, sufficient capacity and
ease of operation.

”

Vision grading
Over the last decade, the use of image recognition techniques has
also found its way to the greenhouse industry. Vissers many years of
experience in terms of image recognition systems in greenhouse
horticulture in virtually all cultivations has resulted in the most
versatile line of image recognition systems for the greenhouse
industry. From inspecting trays and making them uniform,
grading young plants in trays to grading pot plants. Image
recognition systems are equipped with digital video cameras.
Grading can be based on many criteria such as volume, height, colour,
number of flowers etc., while ensuring that the capacity matches your
needs.

“

The most versatile line of image recognition
systems for the greenhouse industry.

”

Pot handling
Logistics carried out as efficiently as possible and optimum utilization
of space available in your nursery are of paramount importance in pot
handling operations. At Visser, thinking in these terms has become
a second nature, always applied to the situation of your specific
operations. For some 20 years now, the continuously innovating
Visser Space-O-Mat system has become a common concept in
potplant nurseries but also increasingly in tree nurseries with
container cultivation ranging from small to large scale. The system
is suitable for both concrete and container floors (root barrier and
gravel), both indoors and outdoors, and can be extended to any
capacity due to its modular set-up. The patented pot-spacing system
is flexible and designed for all pot sizes. The comprehensive product
line for pot and container handling includes: pot transport forks
and spacing legs, electric and diesel fork-lift trucks, set-down and
transfer robots, collecting stations, grading and buffer systems,
trailer and table loading systems, conveyor belts, trailers and
aluminum cultivation table systems.

“

Logistics carried out as efficiently as
possible and optimum ultilization of
space available.

”

Buffering & shipping
The Visser Dynamic Buffering System is a patented system for
growers who want flexibility in their greenhouse space and in the
choice of their pot sizes. The dynamic buffering system includes the
Dynagrip. The Dynagrip is a crane that can pick up pots from the
conveyor belt where they have been presented after they have
been graded. The Dynagrip puts the pots on the eb and flow floor
in the greenhouse. The program in this system registers where the
specific pots are located. Therefore they can be picked up by the crane
at any given moment. The Dynagrip can be programmed to pick up
different pot sizes, which makes the system very flexible. A part of the
area where the pots are being buffered, can also be used for regular
growing, in a season where the demand for the number of pots in
the buffer is not so high. The VDB is a system that is flexible, easy to
operate and gives a grower great opportunities to enhance customer
satisfaction through fast and accurate deliveries.

“

Fast and accurate deliveries.

”

Packing
A neatly efficiently packed plant requires a well designed automated
process. Visser provides options for labeling, sleeving and automatic
loading.

“

Labeling, sleeving and automatic
loading.

”

Washing
The industrial washing machines supplied by Visser are suitable for
cleaning trays, buckets, pallets, etc. They are available in a
variety of models that can, if required, be integrated with blow off
and drying units and automated loading and unloading systems.
Because of the modular cleaning sections, the use of chemicals
or high temperatures, solutions for any cleaning problem can be
found. The filtration systems increase the life of the tank water
contents and ensure a cost-effective and reduction in use of energy.

“

Find out the definition of clean.

”

Internal transport
Every product has to be brought into and out of the greenhouse one
or several times a year. Many types of transport systems have already
been developed for your products, which means that there is a fitting
solution for any greenhouse-and product combination. Visser can
supply any type of internal transport system, from semi
automatic such as transport by forklift truck or overhead cranes to fully
automatic such as X-Y internal transport or mobile bench systems.

“

A fitting solution for any greenhouse
and product combination.

”

Soil handling
The storage and preparation of soil substrates form the basis of
the cultivation of plants. The most suitable system can be chosen
according to volume, the number of different substrates and the
application required. For substrate storage, there are digging systems,
conveyor equipped bunkers and big bale breakers. For substrate
preparation, there are soil mixing, watering and glue systems that
have already proved themselves in practice for many years.

“

Storage and preparation of soil substrates
form the basis of the cultivation of plants.

”

Soil blocks
For the cultivation of vegetable plants cultivated in soil and
chrysanthemum cuttings, soil blocks are used primarily. The
production of soil blocks, transfer into carriers and seeding of soil
blocks, is an expertise which Visser has perfected and fine tuned
over the last 40 years. For subsequent handling, such as feeding
and discharge of carriers, Visser offers tailor made solutions as well.
Several steps in the process can be automated, increasing efficiency
tremendously. Transferring the block on the planting line, watering,
seeding, planting, covering and transport are operations that can
be carried out automatically with the universal planting line. For the
delivery of the plants, a system has been developed which picks
up the plants by means of a pick up trolley at working height and
sequentially are placed in carriers.

“

Producing the optimal soil block for
your production.

”

Rockwool
Rockwool blocks are used for the cultivation of various vegetable
plants. Placing the blocks on the planting line, watering, seeding,
planting, covering, and transport are operations that can all be
carried out automatically using the universal planting line. To
deliver the plants, a system has been developed in which in
combination with a pick up trolley the plants are picked up and placed
into the boxes at the working height in a central place, which results in a
restful atmosphere in the company.

“

A restful atmosphere in the company.

”

Irrigation
Irrigation and crop care are the basic needs of all plants. Through the
years, Visser has accumulated a lot of expertise in this area and has
developed a wide range of spraying and watering booms. For every
kind of crop, a spraying or watering boom has been designed for the
specific application. Solutions include: a fixed boom for each bay for
maximum capacity, mobile systems for efficient use and a fullyautomatically operating system that moves the spraying
or watering boom from bay to bay according to a
preprogrammed schedule. Each system is individually assembled to
accommodate your wishes and adjusted to specifications such as
greenhouse layout,type of crop and operating requirements. All this
results in a spraying or watering boom system that will operate to
your full satisfaction.

“

Fixed to mobile manual to fully
automatic.

”

Viscon Group

Project approach

Visser is part of Viscon Group

A project approach is elementary at Visser Horti Systems. Directly after
the order award, the existing customer contact is being extended
with a project team on both sides. To ensure both parties, that each
party lives up to the expectations, Visser insists on a clear, agreed upon
communication structure and clear recorded requirements in the form
of a detailed functional specification. This creates the opportunity to
measure the progress in the project as well. The initial contact with
a client will take place with a sales engineer. This person will remain
responsible for the project throughout the entire process and will be
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the point of contact for the client. This will ensure made agreements
will remain clear. On a more detailed level, an experienced project
manager will join the team. This project manager will take care of
the timely engineering of all (parts of ) processes and guard the vast
high quality which is the standard at Visser. We can provide you with
many references where our reliable solutions are operating. Our sales
engineers can arrange an appointment at your request.
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With our worldwide network of Visser offices and distributors,
we can provide a full and comprehensive service in almost any
country in the world, enabling us to react quickly and efficiently
where necessary. The service and maintenance department
of Visser offers on site service and can be contacted 24 hours
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a day, seven days a week. Possible electrical malfunctions in a
production line can also be located or solved from within our
company using internet and web cam technology. This way
production downtime is reduced to an absolute minimum.

Since 1927 our company has been involved in automation in the agro/
horticultural sector, where we started out in the Flax industry, the soft
wire mater al used to produce clothing. This company was established
by the great grandfather of the current generation owners, Jan Visser.
After the demise in the flax business in 1967, the next Visser generation
started to buy and sell equipment in the horticultural industry
under the new company name ‘Visser I.T.E.’. As the horticulture industry
rapidly grew and diversified, it created a demand for custom made
machinery. The Visser family took this opportunity and started to
develop and manufacture their own machinery and provide custom
made automation projects.
Years later, the experience and success in horticulture led to expansion
in different Agro & Food related sectors, such as ‘Fresh Produce’,
‘Poultry´ and ‘Food Logistics’, which were named ‘Viscon‘:
deducted from Visser Construction. In the last two decades the
family company grew from approximately 40 employees, to
over 200 employees active in different sectors all over
the world. As for today, several business units, each
dedicated to a specific industry, form the ‘Viscon
Group’.
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Factories

24/7 Service helpdesk

Large spare-part warehouse

Mechanical & software engineering
service on site
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Generations
of experience

77+

Countries with
Viscon equipment

Company building Netherlands

The Visser family DNA can be detected anywhere in the company:
entrepreneurship, innovation, high technical standards and creativity
have been the heartbeat of the organisation ever since they started
designing and manufacturing themselves. Creating ideas, pouring
enthusiasm, designing high end - high quality techniques and a
worldwide focus is what the Viscon Group is all about.
The company is now being run
by Ton Visser, Els Visser and
CEO René de Vos. With Viscon
Group we aim to create solutions
for the smart movement of
products in Agro & Food. We
invite you to become part of the
Viscon Experience where we
provide
expertise,
consultancy
and in house produced
equipment
for
your
company.
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Postal address

Visitors address

Visser Horti Systems
P.O. Box 5103
3295 ZG ‘s-Gravendeel
The Netherlands

Mijlweg 18
3295 KH ‘s-Gravendeel
The Netherlands

Contact
+ 31 (0) 78 673 98 00
info@visser.eu
sales@visser.eu
www.visser.eu

